Historically, biophysical studies of nucleic acids have been carried out under near ideal conditions, i.e., low buffer concentration (e.g., 10 mM phosphate), pH 7, low ionic strength (e.g., 100 mM) and, for optical studies, low concentrations of DNA (e.g., 1 × 10 −6 M). Although valuable structural and thermodynamic data have come out of these studies, the conditions, for the most, part, are inadequate to simulate realistic cellular conditions. The increasing interest in studying biomolecules under more cellular-like conditions prompted us to investigate the effect of osmotic stress on the structural and thermodynamic properties of DNA oligomers containing the human telomere sequence (TTAGGG). Here, we report the characterization of (TTAGGG) 4 in potassium phosphate buffer with increasing percent PEG (polyethylene glycol) or acetonitrile. In general, the presence of these cosolutes induces a conformational change from a unimolecular hybrid structure to a multimolecular parallel stranded structure. Hence, the structural change is accompanied with a change in the molecularity of quadruplex formation.
now recognized that DNA can assume many different conformations: single stranded, double stranded, triple stranded and multi stranded. Further, double helical conformations can either be right handed or left handed. However, the conformation that DNA can assume in vitro depends highly on the sequence of the bases (the so called sequence context) as well as the conditions (e.g., temperature, pH, cations present and their concentrations) under which the DNA is prepared.
We know that the sequence of the bases within a gene contains the genetic information (i.e., the genetic code) as well as information for the self-processing of the DNA. It is also now clear that the sequence of the bases determine the conformation of a segment of the DNA as well. The questions, then, are what in vivo DNA conformations are biologically relevant and what is the relationship between conformation and function? Of particular interest recently are the conformations available to G-rich DNAs which are designated as G-quadruplexes. DNA sequences that have islands of G 2-4 separated by 1 to 4 A and/or T bases can form a rich library of secondary structures with different molecularities, strand orientations, and guanine base conformation (i.e., syn or anti) [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . The conformations and their stabilities are highly dependent upon the sequence context and buffer conditions [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
We have previously reported structural and thermodynamic studies on the human telomeric repeat (TTAGGG) 4 in the presence of potassium ion [19] . Circular dichroism (CD) studies indicated the presence of a single intramolecular hybrid quadruplex prior to heat induced unfolding. A model was presented for the quadruplex to random coil transition, via formation of an unknown intramolecular intermediate, with exclusion of K + during each transition. Review of the literature reveals that different investigators have used slight variations of the sequence (TTAGGG) 4 for their investigations and have drawn conclusions based upon their data [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . We recently reported however that changing just one base in just one loop of the folded quadruplex influences both conformation and stability [20] .
Conformational and thermal stability studies have historically been carried out under near ideal conditions of low buffer concentrations with low ionic strength and DNA concentrations on the order of 10 M. Although valuable data have come out of these studies, the solution conditions, for the most part, are inadequate to simulate realistic cellular conditions. To address this issue, carrying out these biophysical characterizations in the presence of molecular "crowding agents" has gained popularity [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . One of the earliest studies of DNA quadruplexes using molecular crowding agents was reported by Miyoshi et al. in 2002 [22] . They reported that increasing concentrations of PEG 200 induces a conformational transition in the sequence G 4 T 4 G 4 from a bimolecular anti parallel quadruplex to a tetramolecular parallel quadruplex and the transition is complete by 40% PEG 200. In 2007, Xue et al., reported the complete conversion at 40% PEG 200 to a parallel stranded structure from a unimolecular parallel/antiparallel quadruplex for the human telomere sequence G 3 (T 2 AG 3 ) 3 [23] . Heddi and Phan investigated the effect of several crowding agents on the conformation of DNA sequences containing a G 3 (TTAG 3 ) 3 core using both CD and NMR approaches. They found that the percentage of PEG 200 required to induce a high order structure depended upon the particular sequence context of the bases flanking the G 3 (TTAG 3 ) 3 core [24] . While other studies have used different quadruplex forming DNA sequences, most have used 40% PEG 200 as the conformational transition inducer [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] .
As noted above, there are many publications on the use of high molecular weight PEGs as a molecular crowding agent. The influence that PEG has on the biophysical properties of the DNA is a function of both its molecular weight and concentration. Further, the effects have been deconstructed to a preferential interaction term and an excluded volume term: preferential interactions are favored for small PEGs (MW < 440) while excluded volume effects are noted for large PEGs, at least for duplexes and hairpins [30] . Thus, PEG 200 falls under the regime of preferential interaction rather than excluded volume. Further, a recent report suggests that PEG preferentially interacts with a particular quadruplex conformation and that excluded volume effects are negligible [31] . Although the presence of PEG in solution clearly influences the conformation and stability of a DNA quadruplex, referring to it as a crowding agent is not recommended [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] .
The effect of osmotic stress on the conformations and stabilities of DNA structures has also been investigated (for example, [36] [37] [38] [39] ). The use of small osmolytes to alter the activity of water reveals the role that water plays in nucleic acid structure and stability. Small neutral molecules such as betaine, sucrose, trifluoroethanol and acetonitrile are good candidates for these studies since they do not interact with the nucleic acid itself.
The biophysical characterization of G quadruplexes has received much attention due to the potential to design new therapies based on the specific molecular recognition of the DNA quadruplexes by small molecules [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] . As we, and others, have described earlier, the solution structures of DNA quadruplexes are very sensitive to changes in DNA sequence context as well as to changes in solution environment. Further, many structural and thermodynamic characterizations have typically been carried out in close to ideal solutions, e.g., 10 mM phosphate buffer, 115 mM K + , pH 7.0. In addition, optical characterizations by UV/Vis or CD spectroscopies mandate dilute solutions (10 M) of the DNA. In this study, we have carried out CD spectroscopic studies of the human telomere sequence (TTAGGG) 4 under different solution conditions in the absence or presence of cosolutes PEG and acetonitrile to assess the effect of osmotic stress on the conformation and stability of the quadruplex formed. As expected, the conformation of the quadruplex and its stability is exquisitely sensitive to environmental conditions. Figure 1 displays the CD spectra of (TTAGGG) 4 in standard phosphate buffer with 115 mM K + in the presence or absence of PEG of different molecular weights and percentages. The CD spectrum of (TTAGGG) 4 in the absence of PEG is similar to those previously published and is consistent with a unimolecular hybrid structure with two lateral loops and one propeller loop [19] [20] [21] . This spectrum is characterized by a trough at 242 nm, a peak at 292 nm and a shoulder at 272 nm. The presence of 10% PEG shifts the peak intensities such that the major peak is found at 272 nm and the shoulder is found at 292 nm. As the percentage of PEG increases to 20%, the shoulder at 292 nm gradually fades away and the peak at 272 nm intensifies. These spectra have characteristics similar to a fully parallel stranded structure [45] . Further, these spectra are strikingly similar to those reported by us for DNA oligomers of sequence (CCCCTTTTGGGGT 1-4 GGGG ) which self-assemble into high molecular weight species of multiple molecularties in the presence of Mg 2+ [46, 47] . 4 , in the absence (solid black line) or presence of 10% (dash) or 20% (dash-dot-dot) PEG 2,000 (red), PEG 6,000 (green) or PEG 10,000 (blue). Figure 2 displays the CD spectra at 25 °C of (TTAGGG) 4 in standard phosphate buffer, 115 mM K + , with PEG 6,000 ranging from 0% to 20%. As can be seen, there is a gradual transition from the normal CD spectrum to one which is very similar to that observed for a parallel stranded conformation. The peak at 292 nm slowly diminishes while the shoulder at 272 nm develops into a very intense peak at 268 nm. Further, there is a well-defined isoelliptic point at 286 nm characteristic of a two state transition. As noted above, the CD spectrum at 20% PEG 6,000 is very similar to those reported earlier for the self-assembled, multimeric species formed from (CCCCTTTTGGGGT 1-4 GGGG) [46, 47] . where Conformer I is the hybrid form depicted schematically on the left in Scheme 1 and Conformer II is depicted schematically on the right in Scheme 1. Thus PEG is driving the equilibrium to the side of Conformer II with increasing concentrations as observed before with different G-rich sequences [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] 31] . According to Chaires et al., this shift in equilibrium is due to conformational selection rather than excluded volume or crowding effects [31] . None the less, the high concentrations of PEG will slightly influence the activity of water which will contribute to overall conformational stability.
Results and Discussion

Scheme 1.
The transition for a unimolecular conformation to a termolecular conformation. The depiction on the left is for the unimolecular conformation possessing a propeller loop and two lateral loops. This conforms with the structure of (TTAGGG) 4 in the presence of K + [8] . The depiction on the right is a schematic for the parallel stranded conformation with molecularity of four. Here, three layered G-tetrads are joined by -TTA-linkers.
CD optical melting studies were carried out for (TTAGGG) 4 as a function of % PEG 6,000. Figure 3 shows CD spectra for (TTAGGG) 4 as a function of temperature with different % PEG 6,000. In the absence of any PEG, (TTAGGG) 4 undergoes a transition from the fully folded state at 25 °C to the fully unfolded state at 95 °C as previously reported [19] . The spectra recorded at 85 °C, 90 °C and 95 °C are nearly superimposable indicating that the oligomer is fully unfolded by 85 °C. However, the 90 °C and 95 °C spectra are not superimposable in the presence of 5% PEG suggesting that the oligomer may not be fully unfolded at 95 °C. Increasing the percent of PEG further leads to even more incomplete unfolding at 95 °C as can be seen for the 10% and 20% PEG spectra. To investigate the activity of water on the conformation of (TTAGGG) 4 , we investigated the influence of acetonitrile-a known water disrupter. As can be seen in Figure 4 , increasing the concentration of acetonitrile in the buffer system also induces a conformational change to a structure whose CD spectrum is similar to a parallel stranded quadruplex. The observation of an isoelliptic point at 282 nm is also consistent with a two state transition. None the less, this conformational transition is strictly due to the dehydration effects of acetonitrile.
We compared the osmolality of the buffers solutions used for these studies. A plot of milliosmolality vs. % cosolute (PEG 6,000 vs. acetontirile) is shown in Figure 5 . Since osmolality is directly proportional to ln (α W ), where α W is the activity of water, acetonitrile is clearly more effective in disrupting water activity than is PEG 6,000. It is also interesting to compare the linear behavior of acetonitrile to the non-linear behavior of PEG. This deviation from linearity may be due to a number of factors including association with the DNA conformation as well as self-aggregation. The CD spectra of (TTAGGG) 4 in 20% PEG or 40% acetonitrile suggests that the conformation under these conditions is that of a parallel stranded quadruplex as previously suggested [23] . As noted above, one possibility for this structure is depicted on the right panel of Scheme 1. Previously, we reported the self-assembly of DNA oligomers of general sequence C 4 T 4 G 4 T 1-4 G 4 into high molecular weight species in the presence of Mg 2+ [46, 47] . In the absence of Mg 2+ , the oligomers did not self-assemble and behaved as hairpin conformations. Evidence for this self-assembly came from both CD data and gel electrophoresis studies. For the CD and electrophoreses studies, the oligomers of interest were prepared in 10 mM TBE, pH 8. PEG 6000 Acetonitrile the multimeric parallel stranded conformation to a greater extent than the unimolecular hairpin. Figure 6 is a comparison of the CD spectra of (TTAGGG) 4 are very similar indicating the conformation for the DNA oligomer is the same under all three conditions. Since we know that Mg 2+ drives the formation of a self-assembled system, there is no reason to think that (TTAGGG) 4 does not self-assemble in PEG or acetonitrile as depicted in Scheme 2. The CD data suggest that the folded quadruplex undergoes a transition from the hybrid unimolecular conformation to a parallel stranded conformation, most likely a conformation with the molecularity of at least four, in the presence of PEG, acetonitrile or Mg 2+ as depicted in Scheme 1. Hence, the molecularity of the quadruplex increases from one to at least four. In consideration of these conformational and stability studies, another possibility must be considered for the structure of the quadruplex formed from (TTAGGG) 4 under these conditions. The CD and melting data for this oligomer is strikingly similar to the data observed for the self-assembly of (CCCCTTTTGGGGT 1-4 GGGG) [46, 47] . The conformation shown in Scheme 1 for the parallel stranded structure assumes that all four strands are in "register"-the first G triplets in each strand form the first G quadruplex in the four stranded structure. Consider the possibility of two strands out of register as shown in the far left schematic in Scheme 2. This would create a four stranded structure with "sticky" ends that could self-assemble into very high molecular weight structures as depicted in the far right schematic. Hence, the formation of so called "G wires" cannot be ruled out [48] [49] [50] . We are currently investigating this possibility.
Scheme 2.
The self-assembly of (TTAGGG) 4 .
Experimental Section
Preparation of Buffer
Standard potassium phosphate buffer (10 mM phosphate, 0.1 mM EDTA, 15 mM K + , pH 7.0) was prepared using KH 2 ) buffer was prepared using Trizma Base (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO 63103, USA), boric acid (Fisher Scientific), KCl and MgCl 2 (Fisher Scientific). All buffer solutions were filtered through a 0.45 μm Millipore filter and degassed before being stored for use.
DNA Oligomers
HPLC purified (TTAGGG) 4 was purchased from Biosynthesis, Inc. (Lewisville, TX, USA) and used without further purification. All sequences were reconstituted in about 1 mL of buffer, heated to 95 °C, slowly cooled to room temperature and stored at 4 °C. The extinction coefficient, provided by the supplier, was 244,600 M
in bases for (TTAGGG) 4 at 260 nm.
UV-Vis Spectroscopy
A Varian Cary 100 Bio model (Varian Associates, Palo Alto, CA, USA) UV/Vis spectrometer was used to measure the concentration of the samples used in circular dichroism. Appropriate dilutions of each CD sample were made and run in 10 mm square quartz cuvettes from 320-220 nm at 25 and 95 °C with the appropriate baseline subtracted. Concentrations were determined using the extinction coefficient above and are reported in bases/liter.
Circular Dichroism
All circular dichroism studies were carried out using an Olis RSM 1,000 CD spectrophotometer (Olis Inc., Athens, GA, USA). Data were collected over the range of 320 nm to 220 nm at temperatures ranging from 25 to 95 °C with 5 °C increments. All samples including baseline were run in 1 mm circular quartz cuvettes. Olis Global works and Sigma Plot version 11 were used to process and analyze the data. DNA concentrations for these optical studies typically range from 1 × 10
Osmotic Pressure Determinations
Osmotic pressures of all phosphate buffer solutions in the absence or presence of PEG or acetonitrile were determined using a Model 3,320 Micro Osmometer (Advanced Instruments, Inc., Norwood, MA, USA). Osmotic pressures in mosm/kg were recorded in triplicate at 25 °C and averaged.
Conclusions
The conformational properties of G-quadruplexes are exquisitely sensitive to sequence context and environmental influences. This project focused on the affect that environmental conditions would have on the conformation and stability of the quadruplex formed from (TTAGGG) 4 , the human telomere sequence. In standard phosphate buffer with 115 mM K + , this sequence assumes a hybrid unimolecular conformation; in standard phosphate buffer with 115 mM Na + , this sequence assumes an antiparallel unimolecular conformation. As the percent of PEG or acetonitrile in standard potassium phosphate buffer is increased incrementally, a gradual change in the conformation of the quadruplex is observed to a conformation with CD spectral characteristics of a parallel stranded structure with a molecularity of at least four. The resultant CD spectra are similar to that of the sequence in the presence of Mg 2+ -a known inducer of G-wire formation. In addition, the melting temperature of the DNA quadruplex increases as the % PEG increases. In the case of acetonitrile, the conformational changes are due to changes in water activity and how water interacts with the DNA backbone and bases. The interaction of water with the backbone and bases is also affected by the binding of Mg + to the DNA backbone. As in the case reported by Chaires et al., the presence of PEG most likely influences the conformation and stability of the quadruplex through conformational selection of the parallel stranded structure, although disruption of water may contribute but to a lesser extent than that of acetonitrile. We are currently investigating the influence of other osmolytes and large molecules on the conformation and stability of this DNA sequence.
